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reports on staff training

with Yogi Breisner at

Kingsley Park

E HAVE been very lucky, yet again, to secure the

services of Yogi Breisner, the esteemed riding

coach, who returned to Kingsley Park to instruct

some members of our team. 

We are always trying to invest in our workforce and it is a real

treat to have Yogi visit Kingsley Park to

keep improving the skills of Team

Johnston, and for them to feel the benefit of

having one-to-one tuition. 

Yogi spent a day with us in February and

again last month working with the team.

During his most recent visit the sessions

varied: some staff who had not had the

benefit of lessons with Yogi previously

were given coaching in the indoor school;

others went cantering on the gallops; a small group were

coached in working upsides; and there was tuition on jumping

out of the starting stalls. 

Around 25 of our staff were tutored and the feedback has

been extremely positive. As always, each session began with a

briefing to explain the purpose of what was being taught. Each

rider was video-ed, and during the debrief each ‘student’ was

able to watch those videos while being talked through it by Yogi.

They get copies of these videos afterwards so that they can

watch them at their leisure and as many times as they wish. I

always feel that this is a great training aid. 

We are planning another day in the summer which we hope

will involve working upsides on the grass which will provide a

new dimension. As always, we offer a big thank-you to Yogi for

travelling to Kingsley Park to work with Team Johnston and for

such successful days, and to our team members who took part,

and who I felt were a credit to the yard for the way they soaked

up all the coaching.

Well done everyone!
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Above: A group of riders get to perfect their riding position on the Equiciser before heading out on the gallops

Below: Stalls practice was filmed from ground level and also from above to help riders improve their technique
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